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Abstract: This review outlines the evolutionary journey from traditional two-dimensional (2D) cell
culture to the revolutionary field of organ-on-a-chip technology. Organ-on-a-chip technology in-
tegrates microfluidic systems to mimic the complex physiological environments of human organs,
surpassing the limitations of conventional 2D cultures. This evolution has opened new possibilities
for understanding cell–cell interactions, cellular responses, drug screening, and disease modeling.
However, the design and manufacture of microchips significantly influence their functionality, relia-
bility, and applicability to different biomedical applications. Therefore, it is important to carefully
consider design parameters, including the number of channels (single, double, or multi-channels),
the channel shape, and the biological context. Simultaneously, the selection of appropriate materials
compatible with the cells and fabrication methods optimize the chips’ capabilities for specific appli-
cations, mitigating some disadvantages associated with these systems. Furthermore, the success of
organ-on-a-chip platforms greatly depends on the careful selection and utilization of cell resources.
Advances in stem cell technology and tissue engineering have contributed to the availability of
diverse cell sources, facilitating the development of more accurate and reliable organ-on-a-chip
models. In conclusion, a holistic perspective of in vitro cellular modeling is provided, highlighting
the integration of microfluidic technology and meticulous chip design, which play a pivotal role in
replicating organ-specific microenvironments. At the same time, the sensible use of cell resources
ensures the fidelity and applicability of these innovative platforms in several biomedical applications.

Keywords: organ-on-a-chip; microfluidic technology; design concepts; polydimethylsiloxane;
stem cell

1. Introduction

The development of better models drives biological and biomedical research. These
modern systems attempt to replicate human physiology and pathology across several
levels, from the molecular level to the tissue and organ complexity. At this point, these
systems generate a significant amount of information on the etiology of the disease, therapy
strategies, and preventive measures. The human body, characterized by its intricate organi-
zation of cellular and non-cellular components, is a source of inspiration for developing
diverse biological models. These models encompass many cell types and can mimic the
organ systems to varying extents.

Conventionally, animal models are often used to recapitulate human physiology in
several areas of biomedical research. However, the inherent differences between animals
and human biology render these models unable to faithfully reproduce human responses
due to numerous variables. While simplistic models, such as two-dimensional (2D) cell
monocultures, offer usability in studying basic biology phenomena, they often fail to
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replicate the complex cell–cell and matrix–cell interactions that are critical for maintaining
specific cellular phenotypes. In this way, 2D cultures cannot resemble tissues or organs.
Three-dimensional (3D) cell aggregates, spheroids, and organoids cultures exhibit superior
functional capabilities to 2D models, but they require further refinement to accurately
simulate organ development and function [1–4]. Despite the ongoing advances, 3D models
still have limitations in fully recapitulating cellular, tissue, and organ functions. Neverthe-
less, there is a pressing need to continue developing biological systems that can effectively
address specific scientific questions in biomedical research [5].

The advances in microfabrication and microfluidics technology have revolutionized
cell culture by providing a platform for generating complex and finely controlled microen-
vironments that closely mimic in vivo conditions [6]. Combining microfabrication and
microfluidic technology makes it possible to precisely manipulate fluid dynamics, generat-
ing cellular microenvironments with relevant chemical gradients. These innovations have
driven the emergence of alternative models known as organs-on-a-chip (OoaC), which
integrate bioengineering, cellular biology, and microfluidics [7,8]. The OoaC systems enable
the study of several biological and pathophysiological mechanisms of the human body in
ways that were previously impossible with animal models and conventional 2D and 3D
cell culture models [9].

This review will address the progress in cell culture models and the microfluidic
culture system, exploring in more detail how they support the development of dynamic
cell cultures with enhanced capabilities (see Figure 1). Additionally, it will discuss design
considerations and describe the main components that are indispensable to recreating the
cellular microenvironment using microfluidic chips.
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Figure 1. A perceptive flowchart highlighting the core themes explored in the review article, including
the evolution of cell culture models, the exploration of some 3D culture systems, and the emphasis on
organ-on-a-chip technology. Specifically, microfluidic technology was scrutinized, encompassing the
biomaterials, design concepts (an integral aspect of organ-on-a-chip development), and cell resources,
allowing for the consideration of diverse cell types and organ functionalities in manufacturing
processes. Created from biorender.
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2. Progression from Two-Dimensional Cell Culture to Organ-on-a-Chip

The conventional approach to pharmaceutical development presents some limitations
concerning the screenings conducted to identify molecule(s) with real therapeutic benefit.
The lengthy steps considered before the molecule is available for marketing, subject to
approval by regulatory authorities, which, on average, last 10 to 12 years, constitute one of
the critical challenges in developing a new drug and its translation to clinical practice [10,11].
This long period contributes to millions of deaths resulting from the quick progression
of certain diseases, such as cancer. Furthermore, the emergence of new diseases driven
by specific genetic mutations urgently requires fast and precise testing methodologies to
evaluate the efficacy and safety of both novel and existing molecules, thus expediting the
drug development process [10].

Recent years have shown a slowdown in the development of safe and effective drugs,
primarily due to the failure to develop models that replicate the phenotype, function, and
intercellular signaling of human cells in vitro. While animal models have traditionally been
the benchmark in preclinical studies, their inadequacy in accurately mimicking the human
drug metabolism hinders their predictive capacity for human outcomes [12]. Significant
efforts have been made toward developing cell culture systems based on microengineer-
ing, microfabrication, bioprinting, and microfluidic technologies to address this challenge.
These attempts aim to engineer models that are able to recreate controlled in vitro envi-
ronments of 3D tissue systems, offering improved predictability and relevance to human
physiology [13,14].

A comprehensive understanding of tissue development, function, and physiopathol-
ogy needs consideration of how cells and tissues function within the context of intact
living organs. Such organs comprise dynamic and heterogeneous tissues in terms of their
3D structure, biochemical microenvironment, and mechanical properties. Unfortunately,
many studies on cell and tissue regulation rely on 2D cell culture models, which fail to
reconstitute the complex cellular microenvironment found in vivo and cannot consequently
demonstrate differentiated functions [14].

Evolution of 2D Cell Culture and Addition of a 3D to the System

In 2D cultures, the cells are grown as a monolayer on a flat surface, a method that has
been employed for many years and remains a valuable tool for drug screening, toxicity
assessments, and the study of the cellular and molecular mechanisms of numerous diseases,
such as Parkinson’s Disease, diabetes, and cancer, among others [15–17]. The paradox of 2D
cell cultures arises from their simplicity, stability, ease of handling, and high performance
(see Table 1). Furthermore, gene editing technology has facilitated the development of
induced pluripotent stem cell lines (iPSC) from a single donor, enabling the derivation of
multiple tissue types with a consistent genetic background [15].

However, despite widespread use, 2D cell culture models have inherent limitations,
preventing them from accurately mimicking human physiology. Plate-cultured cells exhibit
inconsistent properties compared to their original tissue, leading to the loss of standard
tissue architecture, the absence of biophysical forces, and the 3D heterotypic environment
or niche found in vivo. These differences are crucial, as cells in their natural environment
dynamically interact with other cell types within the highly organized structure of the extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) [18]. Such unnatural conditions can significantly alter the phenotypic
properties of cells, limiting the precise similarity of physiological manifestations in vitro.
These differences become apparent when comparing in vitro drug diffusion kinetics to
in vivo conditions, where effective doses in 2D cultures often prove ineffective when scaled
for animals and patients.

Efforts to address these limitations have led to the development of 3D cell culture mod-
els, where cells are embedded within ECM gels [14]. This approach enhances the expression
of differentiated functions and promotes tissue organization. However, 3D culture models
still fall short of fully replicating the characteristics of organs in vivo, including critical
features such as the tissue–tissue interface (vascular epithelium–endothelium), spatio-
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temporal gradients of chemicals and oxygen, and a mechanically active microenvironment
(movements of inhalation and exhalation—respiration). Additionally, 3D culture systems
face technical challenges, such as evaluating physiological diffusion gradients (transport
of ions in the kidney) or collecting samples of secreted cellular products (bile flow in the
liver). Given the limitations of both 2D and 3D cell culture models, the analysis of normal
and pathological cellular processes often relies on studies using animal models despite
this being expensive and time-consuming [19]. Nevertheless, it is crucial to acknowledge
the advantages and disadvantages of both 2D and 3D cell cultures and tailor their use
according to the specific application (Figure 2).
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Table 1. Comparison between 2D and 3D tissue platforms in terms of biological complexity, manufac-
turing, and outputs (adapted from [13,20]).

2D Monolayer Cell Culture
3D Cell Culture Systems

Engineered Tissues
(Cells + Scaffolds) Organoid Organ-on-a-Chip

Proliferation Often proliferate at a faster
rate than in vivo

May proliferate at a faster/slower rate compared to 2D cultured cells
depending on cell type and/or type of 3D model system

Stage of the cell
cycle

Cells are likely to be in the
same stage of the cell cycle 3D model contains proliferating, quiescent, hypoxic, and necrotic cells

Gene/protein
expression

Cells display differential
gene and protein expression
levels compared to in vivo

models

3D model exhibits gene/protein expression profiles more similar to those of
in vivo tissue

Production
method

Differentiated, grown on
rigid flat surfaces as a

monolayer.

Fabricated with
scaffold and casting

mold.

Embedded in matrigel
to self-organize.

Seeded in engineered
chambers with

perfusion.
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Table 1. Cont.

2D Monolayer Cell Culture
3D Cell Culture Systems

Engineered Tissues
(Cells + Scaffolds) Organoid Organ-on-a-Chip

Maturation Immature Improved; still lacking Improved; still lacking Improved; still lacking

Cell morphology
and type

Usually monotype, not
resembling physiological

conditions

Size and shape similar
to in vivo

Size and shape similar
to in vivo

Depends on platform
design

Extracellular
matrix (ECM) Limited composition Similar to in vivo Similar to in vivo Depends on platform

design

Tissue
architecture Absent Simple

Complex, similar to
organs’ developmental

stages

Complexity depends
on platform design

Diffusion of
signal factors and

nutrients

Short distances (through cell
membranes)

Concentration
gradients may exist
(may be affected by

ECM properties)

Inner cells may die or
lack maturity due to

ineffective transport to
the interior

Precisely controlled
temporal and spatial

gradients

Unlimited access to oxygen,
nutrients, metabolites, and

signaling molecules
Variable access to oxygen, nutrients, metabolites, and signaling molecules

Perfusion No No No Yes

Variability Low High High High

Reproducibility High Low Low Sometimes low

Controllability High Low Very low Very high

Use Easy Difficult Easy Difficult

Characterization
and analyses

Limited, easy retrieval,
except for cells

Tissue function
analyses are possible,
but cell retrieval and
phenotypic analysis

can be hard

Tissue function
analyses are possible,
but cell retrieval and
phenotypic analysis

can be hard

Real-time tissue/organ
function analyses are

possible with easy cell
retrieval

3. Organoids

Organoids refer to 3D cell cultures with multiple cell layers, typically derived from
stem cells obtained from biopsies or pluripotent stem cells. These cell cultures can self-
organize and form tissue or organ-as structures, although in a simplified model. Organoids
are complex and provide a singular opportunity to recreate human organ anatomical
structures at the microscale while mimicking basic functions or simulating diseases closely
resembling in vivo conditions. The applications of organoids in both basic and translational
research are extensive, encompassing fields such as biomedical research, drug discovery,
biobanking, gene profiling, and regenerative medicine. Organoids demonstrate remarkable
in vitro–in vivo correlations, providing their effectiveness in testing drug efficacy and
toxicity in disease models (e.g., cancer, genetic disease, infection, or immunomodulation).
Additionally, organoids enable the evaluation of the cell resistance mechanism of several
drugs, which is useful for the development of a personalized medicine strategy and the
establishment of living biobanks [21–28]. Thus, organoids provide a robust platform for
studying numerous diseases, effectively bridging the gap between animal models and
humans [29]. Various organoids are created through different types of cell culture systems.
These include 3D-bioprinted scaffolds, organ-on-a-chip, and microfluidics-based 3D cell
culture models. The next section will provide detailed insights into organ-on-a-chip and
microfluidics-based 3D models.
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4. Organ-on-a-Chip

Diverse cell types and ECM components are organized within pre-production cham-
bers equipped with microfluidic channels, enabling the controlled flow of fluid through
the cells. These cells are cultivated under different conditions, facilitating the simulation
of tissue complexity. This process corresponds to developing microphysiological systems
(MPS)—such as OoaC. These models offer precise control over tissue architecture and com-
position, allowing for the pre-programming of specific oxygenation and nutrient diffusion
profiles. These achievements have substantially enhanced the viability of the chip, enabling
its sustained functionality for several weeks to months [30]. Table 2 presents the advantages
and drawbacks of organs-on-a-chip (OoaC). The main advantage of these systems is the
ability to test new medicines at a small scale in human tissues, preserving their intrinsic
tissue variability. This promises to accelerate research processes while diminishing the
reliance on in vivo models and associated resources. MPS promote cellular differentiation
and maturation, and acquisition data concerning tissue function. These systems facilitate
cell–cell interactions, validate specific tissue interactions, and expose cells to different
biophysical forces (shear stress, mechanical tension, electrical forces, peristalsis, and respi-
ratory movements). As a result, MPS offer an increase in biological reality compared to the
2D culture systems discussed earlier.

Table 2. Organ-on-a-chip: advantages and drawbacks.

Advantages Drawbacks

✓ Research acceleration
✓ Ability to test several strategies

simultaneously
✓ Close resemblance to microenvironment
✓ User-friendly
✓ Portable
✓ Integration of several MPS in a single

chip
✓ Ability to integrate biosensors

× Surface effect
× Product adsorption
× Fluids do not mix properly

Another advantage of MPS is their ability to integrate multiple biosensors. These
biosensors facilitate a wide range of functions, including genetic sequencing, monitoring an-
alytical parameters such as pH, oxygen levels, glucose, lactate, and temperature, assessing
cell metabolism (including cytokines, metabolites, and secreted biomarkers), gauging organ
activity, assessing barrier integrity, and measuring metabolic parameters [31–38]. Moreover,
MPS can respond to external stimuli, which can be electrical, optical, or mechanical, and
offer real-time monitoring and sample recovery capabilities. This rich array of biosensors
provides essential information for maintaining a precise and reproducible cell culture envi-
ronment characterized by high specificity and sensitivity. In turn, an important drawback
to be considered is the impact of the surface effect on the performance of these systems.
Due to the small dimensions of the fluids involved, surface effects exert a predominant
influence over volume effects. These can compromise the accuracy and precision of the
analysis, with specific desired molecules being susceptible to adsorption. Additionally, the
laminar flow at the convergence of multiple fluids further complicates the mixing process,
potentially leading to incomplete or inadequate homogenization.

4.1. Fundamentals

To develop reliable cell cultures established on microfluidics, it is necessary to replicate
the cell microenvironment observed in vivo. Achieving an in vitro biomimetic cell microen-
vironment requires integrating microfabricated substrates with microfluidic technology
and cell biology in complex, multifunctional designs. Cells and the ECM produce different
biochemical and mechanical signals analogous to the in vivo microenvironment. These
signals are crucial for the structuration of the tissue organization and growth, establishing
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cell polarization and migration, maintaining a balance between cell proliferation and apop-
tosis, and regulating cell behavior and protein expression [7]. Cell–cell communications
within the cellular microenvironment are characterized by a reduced communication dis-
tance, continuous nutrient supply, waste removal, and synergistic responses to external
stimuli. Microfluidic systems emerge as a valuable tool for reconstructing the cellular
microenvironment, enabling the precise control of intercellular communication and the
application of biochemical and biophysical stimuli essential for tissue or organ formation
and maturation [39,40].

OoaC represents a 3D cell culture model integrating microfluidic technology with
tissue engineering. In this system, cells are meticulously arranged and cultivated within
chambers and channels continuously perfused to mimic the physiology of tissues and
biological organs in realistic models (Figure 3). OoaC technology shows the capacity to
replicate the functionalities of an organ, including the complex multicellular architecture,
human physiology, critical aspects such as cell–cell and matrix–cell interactions, physic-
ochemical microenvironment, the vascular system, and electrical stimulation, features
impossible to replicate in 2D and 3D in vitro culture static systems [41]. This micro-scale
system finds applications in disease modeling, drug screening, electrophysiology, and iden-
tifying patient subgroups that may benefit more from a given clinical treatment. Moreover,
OoaC technology supports the real-time monitoring of cells and tissue-specific responses
in a non-invasive manner, which require continuous monitoring to assess tissue func-
tionality and responses to environmental stimuli, including pathogens, drugs, or toxic
compounds [42,43].
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Figure 3. Key steps involved in the manufacturing process of an OoaC. The method of producing
different OoaCs is the same, considering its application. (A) The design of the platform must be in
line with the properties that the system intends to address. (B) Different cells must be incubated in
the device. (C) Cell growth, differentiation, and function are established so that the chip functions as
an organ. (D) The data are obtained through tests that allow for changes to be detected in the system.
[Adapted from [44]].

Initially, OoaC incorporated different analysis techniques, such as the enzyme im-
munoabsorption assay (ELISA), electrical transepithelial resistance (TEER), and multiple
electrode matrices (MEA) [45–47]. Currently, distinct techniques are applied concomitantly
on a single OoaC platform, including physical (temperature, pH detection), chemical (im-
munobiosensors to monitor secreted biomarkers or to assess oxygen levels), and optical
(sensors to observe the neuromuscular contractile capacity). These sensors allow for the
continuous monitoring of the environment and cellular behavior. However, ensuring the
long-term stability of the embedded sensors requires technical improvements to prevent
loss of accuracy or precision during prolonged cell culture times. Progress in this technol-
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ogy reveals the growing use of MPS in various contexts, offering detailed information on
cellular functions not achievable with other platforms [48].

4.2. Key Components

The development of Ooac platforms relies on four major components: microfluidics
(the fluid that provides all the components necessary for cell maintenance and balance, and
which allows the removal of the residual liquid with surplus cells); the living cell compo-
nent (2D or 3D cell structure often associated with biomaterials such as hydrogels); the
physicochemical stimulation (application of stimuli to mimic in vivo microenvironment);
and the detector (sensors and analysis technologies for the collecting and processing of
relevant data). These components are essential for creating functional and coordinated
tissues within microphysiological devices.

4.3. Organ-on-a-Chip vs. Organoid: Synergistic Potential

OoaC development involves specific design and production characteristics, whereas
organoid formation relies on the stochastic principles of self-organization. Organoids
formed from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) or human biopsies mimic the archi-
tecture and functioning of in vivo tissues [49]. However, these improvements exhibit
challenges such as long development times, poor reproducibility, and limited monitoring
capabilities. For example, the iPSCs are differentiated in vitro to respond to specific induc-
tive stimuli. However, they acquire a 3D structural arrangement that contains different
cell types in spatial configurations like those recorded in organs during normal in vivo
development [50]. Organoids derived from human biopsies are also associated with some
limitations, including inadequate oxygenation and a reduced blood flow, which result in
escalating necrosis within the core [50]. This condition results in decreased viability and a
shortened lifespan for the organoids. They also fail to represent high-fidelity cell types ac-
curately, have poor reproducibility, limited maturation and an atypical physiology, and lack
spatial organization [51]. The complexity of the sample collection process, compounded by
the challenge of reading and analyzing relevant tissue development parameters and the
difficulty of assessing these cultures, makes real-time monitoring difficult. These features
may restrict their reliability in certain applications. A critical evaluation of tissue-on-a-chip
technology and organoids is summarized in Table 1.

To merge the best of both approaches, a novel 3D in vitro model was constructed—synergic
engineering [52]. The design of this new model shows the precision of bioengineering, typically
produced in an organ-on-a-chip, and incorporates the spontaneous formation and organization
at random of the common development of organoids. This combination is promising for the
development of a culture medium capable of addressing the diverse needs of connected tissues,
similar to blood in the multi-organs system [53–55].

4.4. Microfluidic Technology

The progress of microfluidic technology has attracted attention from researchers across
diverse fields of knowledge, owing to its capacity to construct systems with tailored
structures for evaluating the physical relevance of fluid mechanisms and the transport of
fluids. There have been significant advances in the manufacturing, the surface materials,
and the integration of different operations and techniques [19].

Microfluidics encompasses the precise manipulation and processing of fluids at a
micro-scale using a network of predefined channels within a device, which can range in
size up to hundreds of micrometers. Its application involves integrating it into a device
to recreate the physiological microenvironment of tissues and/or organs in vivo, whether
in normal or diseased conditions. This capability derives from its control over fluid and
its spatial–temporal physical characteristics [56]. Initially used for biochemical analysis
and detection, microfluidic or lab-on-chip systems have more recently been found to be
applicable in diagnosis. These devices facilitate the study of some parameters, conditions,
and biological mechanisms in vitro, while consuming minimal quantities of reagents and
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cells, yielding highly sensitive results in a short period of time, distinguishing them from
conventional cell cultures [57]. Microfluidic systems complement in vivo strategies and
demonstrate their value in drug development and biological research, offering opportuni-
ties for evaluating and developing novel biocompatible materials [58].

In microfluidics, fluids are directed to flow through a microchannel by applying
pressure to a connected reservoir. Flow within microfluidic devices is characterized by a
low Reynolds number, indicating laminar flow where inertia forces are negligible compared
to viscosity forces [59].

4.4.1. Manufacturing Components

Microfluidic culture devices are commonly fabricated using the soft lithography
technique, employing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [60,61]. This method begins with
a mold commonly created from photoresistant silicon containing the negative image of
the desired channel pattern. The mold is then filled with the material to form the chip
shape and a cross-linking agent. Depending on the intended use, the resultant block can
be sealed reversibly or irreversibly following cooling and separation. Soft lithography
facilitates the production of multilayer microfluidic devices with flexible microstructure
configurations, representing a rapid prototyping technique for constructing micro- and
nanostructures with a defined channel pattern, mostly by applying a low-cost polymer.
This process represents an evolution of previously employed methods, incorporating
microelectromechanical system techniques [43,62].

However, the time and cost associated with the soft lithography method make it
unsuitable for mass production. The chip development process involves multiple steps
with several constraints, and fully automating certain process phases (e.g., assembly and
gluing) is challenging. Consequently, devices produced through this technique exhibit a
much lower structural complexity than in vivo tissues. As an alternative, 3D printing has
emerged as a promising technology for microfluidic devices [63–65]. With 3D printing,
complex and realistic structures can be rapidly produced at a low cost. This method allows
for the creation of microfluidic systems with the desired configuration in a single step using
only one device, where digital data are converted into the desired structure. Moreover,
3D printing enables procedural standardization and yields more reproducible devices
compared to traditional method [66].

Furthermore, 3D printing offers the possibility of bioprinting microfluidic models
in vitro, allowing for the direct bioprinting of 3D artificial tissues onto microfluidic plat-
forms [67]. This capability facilitates the production of tissues with intricate microstructures,
enabling a thorough investigation of various stimuli, including dynamic mechanical cues
(rigidity and fluid flow) and chemical cues (chemotaxis and concentration gradients) [65].

4.4.2. Biomaterials—Application in Microfluidic Systems

The remarkable advancement of biomaterials facilitates their use in in vitro microenvi-
ronments, permitting the simulation of cell niches in vivo. Moreover, they prove invaluable
in tissue engineering for regenerating and replicating the various types of normal and
diseased tissues in tissue engineering. The increasing development of 3D culture models
applying biomaterials has demonstrated significance in the creation of biological models
for the study of complex biological processes, which are beyond the scope of traditional 2D
models [68].

PDMS, known as a synthetic polymer with high optical transparency, facilitates the
observation of cell behavior and the detection of cell molecule expression responsible for
various pathophysiological mechanisms. Incorporated via a brightfield or fluorescence
microscope, PDMS enables efficient cellular manipulation by integrating microvalves
within the chip. Its notable biocompatibility with the cellular material ensures the long-term
viability of an in vitro cell culture within microchannels or microchambers. Furthermore,
its gas permeability is deemed advantageous for cell development [69,70]. However, PDMS
hydrophobic characteristics hinder cell adhesion in these systems. Alternatively, other
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biomaterials, including collagen, fibrin, agarose, and synthetic polymers—polyethylene
glycol (PEG)—offer configurable microstructures for the development of microfluidic
cell cultures [71]. These materials display promising abilities to mimic physiological
conditions and adopt the development of cell structures similar to those observed in the
ECM in vivo [72–75].

4.4.3. Application of Dynamic Systems in 3D Culture Models

Initially, microfluidic systems applied to cell culture involved a single cell layer aligned
with the microchannels or microchambers with controlled medium perfusion. The pro-
gression of these systems permitted the investigation of cell growth, proliferation, dif-
ferentiation, and drug screening. Gradual modifications to these analytical structures
facilitated the development of in vitro perfused 3D cell cultures, representing a significant
step towards mimicking in vivo dynamics, as flow influences the structural complexity
of in vitro cells [76,77]. Microfluidic 3D cell cultures have several advantages, including
the regulation of cell size, tissue reproduction, and the ease of manipulation of different
hydrogels [78]. Moreover, these platforms demonstrate considerable potential for efficient
high-performance experimentation [79]. Given the increasing demand for natural products,
which are significant sources of new chemical entities (NCE), microfluidic systems can play
a crucial role in understanding and assessing the impact of these compounds. By iden-
tifying the physiological action of specific compounds within original complex matrices,
microfluidic systems aid in identifying potential drug candidates [80].

As evidenced, microfluidic devices provide novel models for diverse areas, such as
studying biological disease mechanisms, identifying new targets, screening new drugs,
and developing new biomaterials. The continuous advances and efforts to create models
that better replicate the in vivo situation have led to the emergence of the technology now
known as organ-on-a-chip [81,82].

4.5. Design Concepts

The development of OoaC involves the careful consideration of several critical pa-
rameters, including the geometry (whether a single channel, double channel—parallel or
sandwich configuration—or multiple channels), dimensions (ranging from millimeters to
submicrons), channel shapes (circular or rectangular), and the biological context (encom-
passing cell microenvironments, cell–cell interactions, and biomechanical and biophysical
factors); see Figure 4. It is essential to strike a balance between increasing biological com-
plexity, which enhances physiological relevance, and the experimental challenges associated
with this. One significant advantage of meticulously controlling these characteristics is the
ability to design OoaC systems that effectively monitor flow properties and biomechanical
factors. The combined impact of these considerations significantly enhances in vitro testing
and positions this tool as a preferred approach to 2D cultures or simpler 3D models. The
following section will detail the biological context of OoaC.

4.5.1. Cell—Extracellular Matrix Interaction

The process of tissue formation is facilitated by ECM proteins secreted by various
cell types, providing essential physical support to the structure. These proteins promote
interactions between cells and matrix, guide cell development and behavior, and activate
intracellular signaling pathways. MPS can incorporate the ECM, facilitating the creation
of gradients of several parameters to accurately simulate the in vivo environment. Some
studies have illustrated the different environmental factors, such as oxygen gradients,
nutrients, and soluble factors. For example, developed microfluidic devices have studied
the effects of collagen on the growth and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells and
studied the impact of polyornithine and laminin on the proliferation and phenotypic
differentiation of rat neural progenitor cells [83–86].
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Figure 4. Design of different parameters for OoaC systems to mimic specific features of tissue
microenvironments. 1. The microarchitecture of the channels is the most important feature to
consider. This design represents biomechanical behavior and interactions between cells that are
similar to those of the tissue of interest. 2. The cell sources are also relevant because they should
closely mimic the cellular composition and behavior of human tissues or organs. This ensures that
the OoaC models accurately represent the physiological responses and functions of the human
body. In the case of disease modeling or drug screening, selecting cell sources derived from patients
can provide valuable insights into disease mechanisms and drug responses. Disease-relevant cell
sources enable the development of personalized OoaC models tailored to specific patient populations.
3. Control of the biophysical environment. The assessment and control of biomechanical, electrical,
and biochemical properties in OoaC models should be carefully conducted because of the influence
of cell behavior, tissue organization, and physiological responses. Biomechanical properties such as
stiffness, elasticity, and substrate topography play a significant role in cell–substrate interactions, cell
adhesion, migration, proliferation, and differentiation. Understanding fluid dynamics is essential for
the design of OoaC systems with physiologically relevant flow conditions and optimizing of culture
conditions for cell viability and functionality. Several tissues and organs, such as the heart and nervous
system, are electrically active. Therefore, incorporating electrical stimulation into OoaC systems
can enhance their physiological relevance and enable the study of electroactive tissues and organs.
Biochemical properties, including signaling molecules, growth factors, and cytokines, play a critical
role in cell–cell communication, tissue development, and physiological responses. Comprehending
their biochemical properties helps to optimize culture media composition, incorporate relevant
signaling cues, and study cell signaling pathways within OoaC models.

As an illustration of this, a microfluidic device was designed to simulate the microenvi-
ronment of neuronal growth by incorporating gradients of soluble guidance cues alongside
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surface-bound guidance signals [87]. The laminin gradient on the surface allowed for the
modulation of the neuronal growth cone in polarity in response to the gradients of neu-
rotrophic factors. This model provided valuable insights into the mechanisms underlying
tissue formation and progression, highlighting the importance of understanding these
processes for advancing biomedical research [87,88].

4.5.2. Cell–Cell Interactions

Cell–cell interactions play an important role in morphogenesis, cell development, and
tissue healing, as evidenced by their influence on the intricate organization of the human
body. Achieving the complex, ordered, and synergistic arrangement of various cell types is
essential for forming organized structures with functional interactions. These interactions
can occur through direct contact—the cell–cell junction—or indirect contact—the diffusion
of soluble factors—under normal physiological conditions. Some OoaC devices have been
explicitly constructed to investigate the impact of interactions between different cell types.
This technology enables the manipulation and cultivation of diverse cell types within a mi-
crochamber, highlighting the significance of cellular communication in regulating functions
and the migration of metastatic cells [43]. Such studies emphasize the critical role of cell–cell
interactions in maintaining tissue homeostasis and understanding disease processes.

4.5.3. Control of the Biochemical Environment
Concentration Gradients

Some cellular behaviors, including growth, differentiation, migration, and angiogene-
sis, are not only influenced by cellular interactions but also by biochemical factors present
in the tissue microenvironment. These factors exert crucial regulatory actions and form gra-
dients of soluble concentrations [89,90]. While these gradients are physiologically relevant,
they are challenging to simulate in 2D and 3D cell cultures. OoaC offers a solution to this
limitation by generating chemical gradients that mimic those found in vivo, facilitating the
study of their impact on cell behavior orientation and evaluating their significance in the
variability of biological responses. Microfluidic cell culture systems have been specifically
developed to investigate angiogenesis in the presence of growth factor gradients and to val-
idate the chemo-attraction of leukocytes exposed to distinct concentrations of inflammatory
stimuli [91].

Furthermore, oxygen gradients have been identified as crucial factors in tissue per-
formance and homeostasis maintenance, promoting angiogenesis and inducing an acute
cellular response in inflammatory situations [92]. These findings highlight the importance
of understanding and accurately replicating microenvironmental gradients in cell culture
models for comprehensive biomedical research and drug development.

4.5.4. Control of the Biophysical Environment
Fluid Flow-Induced Stress

Fluid flow serves the crucial function of mass transport, facilitating the administration
of nutrients, the distribution of soluble factors, and the collection of cellular waste through-
out the human body via blood vessels and lymphatic vessels. The fluid flow velocity varies
depending on the organ and its location within the body, potentially inducing diverse
responses in different cell types. OoaC systems enable the generation and simulation of
fluid shear stress (FSS) in microchannels, which activate cellular surface molecules and the
associated signaling cascades. This allows for the evaluation of the FSS effect on cellular
adhesion, growth, morphology, and protein expression [93]. Simulating these stresses in
models representative of human physiology is of high significance, enhancing the investiga-
tion of their regulatory effects on specific tissues. Several studies have revealed the impact
of the FSS on modulating cell behavior, including cytoskeleton reorganization, and its role
in shaping angiogenesis associated with tumor biology [94]. By mimicking physiological
fluid flow conditions, OoaC systems offer valuable insights into the complex interplay
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between mechanical forces and cellular responses, advancing the understanding of tissue
physiology and disease mechanisms.

Tissue Mechanics

Under both physiological and pathological conditions, cells experience organ-specific
mechanical stimuli such as traction and compression forces, in addition to the FSS. To
simulate and interpret these forces, a multilayer microfluidic device was developed to
simultaneously assess the effects of solid mechanical and surface tension stress induced by
cyclic wall elongation, replicating the air–liquid interface in lung alveoli [95,96]. Similarly,
in intestinal absorption and metabolism studies, a microfluidic chip was designed in which
intestinal epithelial cells faced physiological mechanical deformation, including drip flow
and cyclic mechanical distortion. These mechanical stimuli prompted the spontaneous
formation of robust intestinal villi structures and facilitated the differentiation of these cells
into various cell lines found in the small intestine. Mechanical stimulation emerges as a
crucial element of differentiation during the physiological process [97–99].

Overall, these systems hold huge potential for advancing studies related to tissue
engineering by mimicking organ physiology and analyzing both healthy and diseased
tissues, as well as their underlying etiology. This technology has demonstrated signifi-
cant promise in investigating specific molecular mechanisms, facilitating efficient drug
screenings, assessing toxicity, and contributing to predictive medicine. These aspects are
considered pivotal in the contemporary drug development process [10].

5. Cell Resources for Developing an Organ-on-a-Chip

Cell models should accurately replicate the functions of the tissue or organ they
represent and maintain the correct ratio between the different cell types comprising the
structure. A careful selection of biological resources is essential to achieve a high degree of
analogy between OoaC and human tissues. Immortalized human cell lines and primary
cells are commonly employed for recapitulating and studying human biology in OoaC
systems due to their ease of cultivation, cost-effectiveness, and biological similarities to
their in vivo equivalents [100]

Immortalized cell lines, obtained through genetic alterations, can be continuously
cultivated without presenting any phenotypic and genotypic variations. These cell lines
proliferate quickly under relatively simple culture conditions and are valuable for optimiz-
ing various parameters of the OoaC system during the early development stage. However,
they may need to fully capture human physiology, including metabolic activities, efficacy,
and toxicity.

On the other hand, primary cells can be isolated from human biopsies or obtained
from discarded tissues. Their use in OoaC systems to model specific organs can be advan-
tageous, as they can generate pharmacologically reliable results regarding the toxicological
response triggered by xenobiotics. The capacity of primary cells to create organ-specific
microenvironments enhances the similarities in behavior between cells. While primary
cells provide an improved model of human physiology compared to immortalized cell
lines, their ability to simulate the complexity of an organ is limited due to factors such as
reduced cell proliferation and tissue sourcing challenges [101].

Stem Cell Engineering

To address the previously mentioned limitations, stem cells have emerged as promis-
ing targets for biomimetic models aiming to accurately predict human responses to drug
treatments. Stem cells show an inherent capacity for self-renewal and controllable differen-
tiation into specialized cell types or tissue under specific microenvironmental conditions,
making them a potent source of biological tissue for OoaC systems. The most common
stem cell types include embryonic stem cells (ESCs), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs),
and adult stem cells (ASCs). Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), a common type of ASCs
extracted from adult tissue such as bone marrow or fat tissue, have limited application in
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microphysiological systems due to challenges such as their limited differentiation ability,
inconsistent cell culture protocols, and unclear biological responses [102]. ESCs, derived
from blastocysts or internal embryo cells, exhibit pluripotent capabilities. However, ethi-
cal considerations and regulatory restrictions surround their use [103]. iPSCs, generated
through the reprogramming of adult somatic cells with specific transcription factors, offer
a promising alternative. They possess the ability to differentiate into various cell types and
have demonstrated uniformity over time, making them suitable for large-scale studies [104].
iPSC-derived tissue models have shown great applicability in OoaC systems, developing
different iPSC differentiation protocols, and updating Good Cell Culture Practice guide-
lines [105]. No significant differences were observed between ESCs and iPSCs with the same
genetic background regarding the levels of gene expression, surface marker expression, and
morphology [106,107]. Efforts have been made to create cell line libraries comprising iPSCs
from individuals without characterized diseases, different genetic backgrounds, ethnicities,
and those with genetic pathologies. These cell lines hold potential for disease modeling and
personalized drug screening studies, offering an alternative to costly and invasive primary
tissue isolation procedures [108].

In order to enable and optimize their use in OoaC systems, enhancing the efficiency
and reproducibility of the iPSC differentiation process is imperative. Achieving the desired
cell types from iPSCs hinges upon exposure to specific chemical and physical stimuli.
Notably, to facilitate cell maturation and mimic aging, it is essential to introduce mechan-
ical, electrical, and other stimuli replicating the in vivo environment in which the tissue
naturally resides. Consequently, some systems incorporating iPSCs still exhibit an embry-
onic gene expression profile, highlighting the need for further development to obtain an
adult phenotype.

iPSCs have attracted significant interest in the development of tailored OoaC models
due to their ability to derive patient-specific iPSCs from somatic cells. This facilitates
the creation of customized systems replicating normal and diseased physiology, offering
a more effective alternative to animal models. Moreover, iPSC-based systems enable
personalized drug screening drugs, eliminating the need for patients to undergo invasive
and challenging primary tissue isolation procedures [109,110]. Integrating iPSCs into OoaC
reduces pre-clinical research time and allows for drug development based on the genetic
profiles and diseases of individual patients. This approach enhances the safety and toxicity
testing of new drug candidates, and emphasizes the importance of exploiting iPSCs in
conjugation with OoaC systems in pharmaceutical pipeline evaluations [111,112].

The relevance of iPSCs in OoaC presents an opportunity to compare individual physi-
ological responses to drugs among multiple patients and to develop models for studying
genetic diseases, even when the responsible mutation is unknown. However, despite the
considerable potential offered by these cells, significant limitations remain regarding their
precise ability to replicate human organs in OoaC systems. As a result, it is crucial to imple-
ment systematic experimental methods for studying individual cell responses to external
physical stimuli and changes in ECM during drug screenings and toxicity assessments.
These methods should be based on patient- and disease-specific iPSCs, aiming to enhance
the accuracy and reliability of OoaC models for pharmaceutical research and personalized
medicine [113].

6. Conclusions

OoaC systems have revolutionized biomedical research by providing innovative plat-
forms to model human physiology and disease in vitro. Over the past decade (2014–2024),
significant progress has been made in successfully modeling various organs and physio-
logical systems using OoaC devices. Using the “Pubchem” database and employing the
keywords “organ-on-a-chip” AND “research articles”, around 158 research articles were
published, providing valuable insights into the growing interest the scientific community
has in this innovative field. The expanding research in this field is closely associated
with the realization of OoaC systems’ potential across diverse disciplines, from biomedi-
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cal engineering and pharmacology to regenerative medicine and drug discovery. These
publications emphasize the increasing recognition of OoaC systems as powerful tools for
modeling complex physiological systems and disease mechanisms in vitro, mainly repli-
cating organs such as the liver, intestine, skin, central nervous system, or kidney. These
systems have been engineered to replicate essential physiological functions, including
drug metabolism, toxicity assessments, and disease emulation. Compared to traditional
cell culture methods, they offer a more physiologically relevant environment, allowing
for more accurate predictions of drug responses and liver pathophysiology. Additionally,
multi-OoaC is already a reality, with significant progress made in successfully modeling
several organs connecting, and challenges remain in replicating the full complexity of
human physiology and disease in vitro.

These advances suggest the progress made in scientific exploration and highlight
the substantial investment from prominent companies. This emphasizes the widespread
acknowledgment of the potential of these systems. Industry leaders such as Roche, As-
traZeneca, Pharmacelsus, Johnson & Johnson, and others are among the notable entities
channeling resources into this domain.

Despite the advantages of this system and its significant promise in advancing biomed-
ical research, it has drawbacks. The complexity and cost associated with developing OoaC
systems are barriers to widespread adoption, as specialized expertise and a large amount
of equipment are required. Moreover, current OoaC models often lack the full complexity
of native tissues and organs, challenging researchers aiming to accurately replicate intricate
physiological processes. Furthermore, ongoing challenges remain to scale up OoaC technol-
ogy for industrial applications and ensure reproducibility across different platforms. Ethical
considerations regarding the use of human cells and tissues in OoaC research and the need
for regulatory approval for drug development and toxicity testing further complicate the
landscape. Despite these challenges, collaborative efforts are ongoing to address these
limitations and unlock the full potential of OoaC technology in revolutionizing biomedical
research and drug discovery.

In conclusion, the evolution of microphysiological systems, including OoaC technol-
ogy, represents a remarkable stride in biomedical research. These systems offer a unique
platform for replicating human physiology, bridging the gap between traditional 2D cul-
tures and complex in vivo models. By carefully considering parameters such as geometry,
dimension, channel shape, and biological context, researchers can tailor OoaC systems to
better mimic human physiology and enhance the accuracy of in vitro testing.

Furthermore, the integration of biosensors, real-time monitoring capabilities, and
the ability to respond to external stimuli empower OoaCs to provide crucial insights into
cellular behavior and tissue responses. This level of control and precision supports a deeper
understanding of disease mechanisms and accelerates drug development and personalized
medicine strategies.

Microfluidic technology provides favorable support for the development of OoaC for
medical or basic science investigations. Achieving this requires the integration of diverse
disciplines, spanning from molecular biology to microfabrication. Converging the knowl-
edge obtained from biomaterials, engineering, and stem cell biology presents a significant
challenge in building high-fidelity tissues with translational potential. OoaC can faithfully
replicate the body’s microenvironment, incorporating critical factors such as cell–cell and
cell–ECM interactions, biochemical cues, and biophysical conditions—features lacking in
2D models. Furthermore, OoaC technology aligns with ethical principles, reducing the
reliance on animal models, as guided by the 3Rs principles (replacement, reduction, and
refinement). Simultaneously, these 3D models are anticipated to bridge the gap between
translational, pre-clinical, and clinical studies. However, successful clinical translation
hinges on technological maturity, encompassing reproducibility, high-throughput analysis,
compatible readout techniques, and automation to establish standardized and validated
chips. A notable challenge in the industry adoption of OoaC is the manufacturing cost.
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Thus, microfluidics and OoaC technology hold huge potential in drug development,
single- or multi-drug analysis, biosensing, diagnosis, toxicity prediction, understanding
the disease models, and pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic analysis.
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